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"What gets measured is what gets done."1
—Carly Fiorina

The intense spotlight on information technology (IT) governance within today's organizations has renewed the importance of management tools that help stakeholders cope with technology risks. Among these tools is the IT balanced scorecard (IT BSC), a derivative of the original balanced scorecard introduced in 1992. Although the IT BSC has evolved in recent years, should it be discounted as an outdated management fad or embraced as a fundamental resource relevant to modern IT issues? This article revisits the IT BSC—its history, current status, and anticipated future as an IT management and control tool.

A Brief History of the BSC and IT BSC

The original balanced scorecard concept, popularized by Harvard University professors Robert Kaplan and David Norton, is based on four fundamental perspectives: financial, customer, internal business process, and learning and growth. By applying a series of specific objectives, measures, targets and initiatives to each perspective, this "balanced" method allows management to plan and evaluate a range of important organizational areas with a single approach. For example, a company using the BSC could track objectives such as increased profitability (financial perspective), decreased customer complaints (customer perspective), improved manufacturing productivity (internal business process perspective) and reduced employee turnover (learning and growth perspective).

Balanced scorecards designed specifically to address IT issues surfaced in the mid-1990s and evolved in design, complexity and content over the following decade. IT BSC advancements can be characterized into three distinct stages:

- **Introduction**—Early development of the IT BSC concept focused on the challenges of IT evaluation techniques and the potential benefits that the new scorecard tool could provide. Introductory publications aligned closely with Kaplan's and Norton's BSC techniques, including the original four perspectives. Due to the lack of
practical IT BSC implementation experience during the introduction phase, much of the early research concentrated on the theory and concepts of the tool.

- **Refinement**—As experience with the IT BSC increased, practitioners and academics began to refine the tool based on contemporary ideas relating to IT and business integration, measurement and strategy. During this time, a number of case study results and lessons learned were beginning to form in industry and government. This knowledge was driving a more sophisticated approach to the IT BSC, including the modification of the traditional perspectives and measures proposed by Kaplan and Norton. Additionally, publications on the IT BSC were becoming increasingly implementation-oriented, including more practical results on the study of the design, operation and management of an IT-specific scorecard.

- **Specialization**—Most recently, the content of IT BSCs has become increasingly specific, to track individual components of IT management issues. These BSCs cover topics such as IT governance, service level management, enterprise resource planning, knowledge management and IT audit. Additionally, the increasing publication of management-targeted articles began to emerge during this phase, expanding the literature beyond the previously academic-dominated environment.

The three stages of the IT BSC and the initial introductory stage of the original BSC are outlined in **figure 1**.
Current Drivers of Today's IT BSC

By assisting in the management of three current drivers, the IT BSC has increased its organizational importance to today's practitioners. These drivers are:

1. **Demonstration of IT value**—A recently published study found that demonstrating IT value to the business is one of the top five technology challenges for IT executives in Italy, the UK and the US.² The IT BSC assists in managing this issue by providing a straightforward method of reporting on a range of IT metrics, enabling the value of IT to be quantified for business stakeholders.

2. **IT governance**—IT governance is considered another important technology challenge, particularly for IT executives in Japan and France.³ The IT BSC can be specifically customized to address IT governance issues, as outlined in an *Information Systems Control Journal* article published in 2005 by Wim Van Grembergen and Steven De Haes.⁴ Using this method, the IT BSC utilizes four perspectives to enable practitioners to manage governance issues: future orientation, operational excellence,
stakeholders and corporate contribution of the IT function.

The IT BSC also plays an important role in the Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) framework, underscoring the tool's relevance to today's IT governance practitioners. Performance measurement represents one of the five key IT governance focus areas in COBIT, and scorecards are recognized as a key method for organizations to manage issues such as strategy implementation, project completion, process performance and service delivery.

3. **Cost cutting and efficiency**—Another key technology challenge for IT executives is cost savings, particularly in Japan and Germany. The IT BSC directly addresses this objective, as recognized in a 1999 article in *Decision Support Systems*.

   IS can be evaluated in terms of (1) the efficiency of the activities associated with IS development and operations; and (2) its contribution to the effectiveness of those that use IS to improve personal productivity and strive to help attain corporate goals. The balanced IS scorecard integrates these two dimensions.

An effective IT BSC will track both the efficiency of IT activities (e.g., average time to respond to a high-priority user issue) and the effectiveness of contributions to organizational goals (e.g., consistent reductions of IT hardware maintenance costs).

**Current Use of Today's IT BSC**

Reliable statistics on the current volume of IT BSC use are somewhat varied:

- A CIO research report published in 2003 indicates that 30 percent of organizations use the IT BSC.
- The Working Council for Chief Information Officers estimates that 39 percent of organizations in 2003 had deployed an IT BSC.
- According to a Gartner report published in June 2006, 23 percent of IT departments regularly share BSC results with business leadership; however, an additional 16 percent plan to use the BSC as an additional reporting method in the future.

Based on the history of the IT BSC and considering the tool's current drivers, its lifespan can be roughly plotted on a "hype cycle" diagram, as illustrated in figure 2. Originally developed by Gartner, the hype cycle is a graphical representation of the maturity, adoption and business application of new technologies, and considers the over-enthusiasm that often surrounds their introduction. As illustrated by the diagram, it appears likely that the IT BSC is reaching its maturity in terms of productivity and is unlikely to experience any significant future changes in practitioner visibility.
Management Issues of Today's IT BSC

Of particular interest to practitioners as the IT BSC ages is what can be learned from the practical experiences of others. Case studies and management guides are now available to share the knowledge obtained from companies that have implemented IT BSCs. The information in these publications provides not only useful scorecard templates, but also specific guidance on key success factors and cautions regarding common pitfalls. By gaining insight based on the experience of other practitioners, today's companies are more likely to achieve the benefits of the tool and avoid potential failures. In **figure 3**, a selection of commonly identified success factors is discussed.
Tomorrow's IT BSC: The Tool of the Future

The continued use of a measurement and strategy tool such as the IT BSC is likely to last only as long as organizations continue to receive sufficient benefits. Alternative tools, such as applied information economics and earned value management, provide similar integrated techniques to evaluate IT resources, and this rivalry with the IT BSC is likely to continue into the future.

Based on the demonstrated flexibility of the IT BSC, it is likely to continue to be adapted to practitioner demands. This could include the application of the IT BSC to areas such as privacy, IT management in developing countries and software development.

The organizational benefits of implementing an IT BSC can be challenging to evaluate. Like many systems of internal control or governance, value is likely to be derived from areas such as lowered risk, higher transparency and improved quality of information, which benefit the organization or department. The associated costs of development, implementation and ongoing maintenance of an IT BSC program can be significant, depending on the program scale and organization size. A technique to determine if the tool's benefits are greater than its cost is largely overlooked in current publications and is an interesting topic for future investigation.

As experience with the IT BSC continues to grow, an expansion of related management literature, research results and case study training materials will greatly assist organizations that plan to implement the tool in the future and current users of the tool who have areas in which to improve. As noted previously, a cost-benefit evaluation of the IT BSC, as well as mid- to long-term performance evaluations of the tool, will also assist managers in understanding and quantifying the tool's value to organizational stakeholders.

Summary

In the decade since the IT BSC's emergence, the tool has experienced a significant evolution, driven by a series of external factors. Its resilience in remaining part of present-day control frameworks indicates that the IT BSC is not an outdated management fad, but an important component of modern organizations. Its contribution as an IT

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Suggested Action</th>
<th>Key Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership commitment</td>
<td>Obtain a strong senior leadership commitment from both the business and IT. This is a key success factor in designing the IT BSC; selecting metrics and reviewing the proposed plan.</td>
<td>Chief executive officer, chief financial officer, chief information officer (CIO), IT director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Ensure that the IT BSC maintains strong links to financial outcomes and organizational IT strategy. These are two important elements of a successful design.</td>
<td>IT director, controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversight</td>
<td>Create a formal project management structure to assist in the oversight, construction and implementation of the IT BSC.</td>
<td>CIO, IT BSC program manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>Achieve teamwork and consensus between the business and IT. These are fundamental in creating a successful IT BSC that will fulfill stakeholder expectations.</td>
<td>IT director, operations director, controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
management and control tool is clear, and the IT BSC is likely to continue as a valued tool in the years to come.
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